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Optional structures in
CANopen projects
CANopen systems with alternative devices can be designed and maintained
with existing system tools and in compliance with standard process and file
formats.
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E

ver increasing requirements for control performance, dependability and
serviceability have lead to
an increasing use of digital communication instead
of analog instrumentation.
One of the most significant
advantages of modern serial bus systems, such as
CANopen, is a support for
standardized system configuration management.The
old analog systems do not
support device identification and systematic configuration management, which
has erroneously led people
to consider such technology simple. However, device
specific configuration principles and the lack of identification capabilities have
introduced noticeable inefficiencies in assembly and
service.
In addition to extremely dependable communication services [2] [10],
CANopen provides standardized processes for
managing system structures, storing device configurations [12], and linking
development tools [13]. It
has been proved that following the standard process and using appropriate
tools can improve time-tomarket and the resulting
quality. Maintenance of the
projects with current tools
is not as efficient, because
the tools do not support the
use of alternative devices
for each position of target
systems.

Typical use-cases
The most typical use-cases leading to a need for alternative devices can be di-
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Figure 1: Original CANopen project
vided into three groups. The
most common use-case is
the management of multiple, fully compatible devices, which are typically either second sources for
primary ones or new models replacing the current
ones. This use-case is very
easy to realize by using devices following device profiles corresponding to the
system functions. Additionally, using mainly the mandatory default part of the
device profile specific interface by the control system minimizes possibility of
compatibility problems [1].
As a result, only the device
type, signal objects and parameter objects accessed
by e.g. master controllers
need to be equal in all alternative devices. If optional
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features are required by the
application, it is required to
determine the feature generally supported by the devices on the market. In case
of application-programmable devices, e.g. PLCs, it is
well known how to improve
the efficiency of software
development and maintenance by CANopen processes and tools [3] [4].
There may also be differences in the other disciplines having an effect on
the control system’s components. Different system
models may use linear or rotary encoders or encoders
with different measurement
accuracies, depending on
the mechanical structure
of target system. Pressure
levels may vary from system to system, which may
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lead into the use of multiple
pressure ranges by pressure transmitters. Hydraulic
valves in different systems
may need specific hydraulic options, which are identified by their own product
codes. Valves may also be
used in different modes in
the systems. When single
coil valve drivers are used,
each coil connector type
needs a dedicated driver variant, also identified
by unique product codes.
The device model and version may be same, but different target systems may
require e.g. different parameter values. Regardless of
the reason, at least the device type, used signals and
remotely accessible parameters must be equal in all alternative devices.
Also, the master device may need various
configurations to fulfill all
scalability requirements. The
master device may either
be an NMT-master functionality embedded as part
of another device profile
functionality or an application programmable device
including NMT-master [1]. If
there are options requiring
different sets of devices in
the system, corresponding
configurations are needed
for NMT-master. Due to the
various membership and
condition monitoring possibilities of CANopen systems
[3] [4] [8], application specific parameters may need
different configurations to
adjust the monitoring services accordingly. Otherwise
there may be unwanted exceptions caused e.g. by signals missing from devices,
which do not belong to the
current configuration.

Extending CANopen
projects
A CANopen project consists
of a DCF file of each device
and a nodelist.cpj file listing
the DCF files of the project
[12] [13]. It is also assumed
that there is a central device library, where EDS files
of the library component
are located after they have

passed acceptance tests.
In addition to the communication and device parameters, EDS and DCF files
may contain device specific
tool commands. An extension for alternative devices
is based on the properties
of EDS and DCF files and
a CANopen system design
tool. System design tool
capabilities are extended
by an external application
program, which is called
from the system tool and
uses the standard interfaces to access the CANopen
project. Listed use-cases
can be covered by two
functions, adding a new
device and changing to another, already included device. An example project opened in an example
system tool is shown in
Figure 1.
When the user needs
a new variant for a device,
one can just call up the
device specific tool command "Add Device". Figure
1 shows how it may be performed with an exemplary
system tool for a negative
direction valve driver. During the start, the extension
application reads the system integration interface
settings from the DCF file of
the selected device. Then
the tool searches all compatible devices in the device library and lists them
for selection. The first criterion for the listed devices
is the same device profile
as the original device. Second, all signals which are
mapped in the current project, must be supported
as well as enough PDOs
and PDO mapping entries.
Third, all objects that are indicated as remotely accessible must be supported.
One may notice that if
there are only signals which
are defined as mandatory
default by the corresponding device profile problems
cannot occur when finding alternative devices. The
same applies for remotely
accessible parameters [1].
The tool uses DCF files of
the projects and EDS files
of the library components,
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but shows the vendor, device, and version information to users in order to
enable them to concentrate
on the system design, instead of technology specific details. A list of devices
compatible with the example target position is shown
in Figure 2 and an updated
example project with a recently selected device variant in Figure 3. After getting
the new device variant, the
device parameters need to
be adjusted accordingly, because only position specific
communication settings are
written automatically. The
device parameters may be
set or imported manually
or with a device editor [11].
Signal object names of the
new device must also be
updated according to the
system to ensure that correct names appear in the
communication database
(DBC).
Selecting another alternative device works similarly, but with the command
"Change Device". Now the
tool searches the current
project of devices which
have the same network-ID
and node-ID. Of course the
primary assumption is that
the interfaces of the new
devices were verified when
they were added. There are
some common minor deviations in the devices and
this approach enables coping with those anomalies
by enabling manual addition of such alternative devices. There is no sense in
adding each device-specific
strange compatibility issue
into the search function.

Figure 2: List of defined alternative devices for current
position
ant is identified only by the
NMT-master configuration,
not by adding and removing devices. The emergency error code (EEC) collection may be performed for
the whole project folder,
which provides a uniform
decoding function for the
whole project, including
all alternative devices [6].
The only additional constraint is that there must
not exist overlapping error codes within any position. Transfer to assembly
and production may also
be performed for the whole
project folder and thus it is
as easy as usually to prepare the project for assembly and service [5].
The generation of IEC
61131-3
communication
abstraction layer [3] with
signal units and scaling [9]

works as it did before. The
export type is determined
from the identity of the target PLC. Support for the
corresponding output format shall be one approval criterion of a new PLC.
Calls to the device editors
are included in EDS and
DCF files and they automatically follow the device
changes [11]. The only prerequisite is that the calls
must be inserted and verified as part of device acceptance tests.

Results and
difficulties
The main purpose of any
design tool is to increase
the efficiency of the work
and to let software perform repetitive routines.
With a device library con-

Post-processing
The communication database (DBC) does not
change, because there are
no changes in the process
signals and PDOs with any
set of alternative devices.
The system tool always includes all system positions
into the communication
database, regardless of
the active product variant.
This is because the vari-
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Figure 3: Example CANopen project after selection of an
alternative device
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taining 90 EDS files, together over 9 MiB, the
search for compatible devices takes approximately
25 s. It is impossible to get
even a single file checked
manually during that time.
Furthermore, the manual check is prone to errors
and it decreases productivity further by moving focus from important design
decisions into raw file accesses.
Although the presented approach works well
with all CANopen devices, some challenges were
found in the device profiles. I/O-devices may be
so flexible that there is a
high probability for compatibility problems without
thorough market research,
especially with run-time
adjustable parameters [14].
Pressure transmitters are
well replaceable as long as
only temperature signals
are used, but it is impossible to distinguish between
temperature and pressure
transmitters without a detailed object dictionary
analysis [15] [9]. Encoders
are compatible from a device profile point of view,
but automated compatibility checking is challenging
due to e.g. the use of either
single- or multi-sensor output objects [16]. Also, output objects of rotary and
linear encoders are not fully compatible. The hydraulic drive profile itself is well
defined, but variable type
objects are used instead
of array objects in some
implementations, making
automated
compatibility
checking challenging [17].
Inclinometers are easy to
handle because major options are indicated by the
device type [18].
The presented approach was successfully tested with an example
system design tool. The
approach can also be used
with relatively old versions
without problems. But, like
many tools on the market, proprietary projects
and node list files are used
by the example tool. That

anomaly was coped with
by implementing some
additional functions, with
which an alternative device manager stores the
required information to
those proprietary files in
addition to the DCF files
and the standard nodelist.cpj file. The writes are
conditional; if tool specific project files exist they
are updated. It must be
emphasized that tool specific files increased development effort, but not
significantly.
Though the concept
works fine, there are still
some topics for future research and development.
Measurement and control
accuracies and response
times are not included
into EDS files, which may
cause faulty selections.
It should be investigated whether such information should be added into
EDS and DCF files, or if
a multi-disciplinary and
machine-understandable
datasheet or comparable
concept would work better
[7]. The main focus should
be put on finding a standardized description principle, which in best case is
already in use.
Another open issue is
object naming. It is defined
that application specific
object names may be added to the "Denotation" attribute or simply overwrite
the "Parameter Name" attribute [12]. From a generic
tool point of view it is challenging to determine unambiguously which way
should be used. "Denotation" could be missing, because it is not used or also
because it has not been
defined yet.
An approach to expanding the capabilities of
CANopen projects was developed without need for
changes in corresponding
standards, tools and offthe-shelf devices. Such
compatibility enables utilization
of
the
whole
CANopen ecosystem for
both devices and system
tools. A new compatible

device can be found at
least 100 times faster than
manually, without considering the effect of human
errors that typically happen in the manual search.
The developed approach
enables flexible editing of
projects with current tools,
improving management of
various optional structures
and alternative devices.
The new approach is fully
compatible with the earlier
developed tools.
Standardized
information storage formats
enabled information management. Example system
tools also use proprietary
project files, but it was
easy to cope with them because the information content was the same. There
are also some devices
on the market, which are
more difficult to handle
because the implementations slightly differ from
the device profiles. One
significant outcome is that
the closer standards are
followed, the easier it is
to hide the underlying
technology and present
only the design task related information to the
designer. Another important outcome was that
information’s content is
much more important than
file format. CANopen fulfills
current requirements by
providing not only dependable communication, but
also dependable design
information management,
especially when compared
with analog instrumentation.

